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ABSTRACT

This thesis entitled “A Comparative Study of Apologies between English and
Limbu” makes a comparison of the forms of apologies used in the English and
Limbu languages. It enlists the different forms of apologies used in two
languages and compares the terms of apologies used in friend-friend relations,
strangers, student and teacher, relatives, customer and shopkeeper and others.

The data were collected from thirty native speakers of the Limbu language in
Taplejung district using stratified random sampling procedure. The sources of
data for the terms of apologies in English were based on the previous research
carried out in the Department of English Education, encyclopedias etc.

The researcher found that the respondents were more apologetic but less
concerned for the repairs of the situations both in English and Limbu. Native
culture was obviously the dominating factor in the use of apologies. In case of
Limbu apologies they are split into two forms; real apologies and context-
specific apologies. It has been found from the study that English people express
more apologies than Limbu people. Besides, the gravity of apology seems to
depend on the situations rather than the relationship between the interlocutors in
case of English whereas it depends on the relationship between the interlocutors
in case of Limbu. Apart from these, this study also concludes that the English
language has more apologetic terms to express than the Limbu language has and
women excel their male counterparts in the expression of apologies in both
languages.

This thesis consists of four chapters: Introduction, Methodology, Analysis and
Interpretation and Findings and Recommendations.

The first chapter contains general background, review of related literature,
objectives of the study, significance of the study and definition of specific
terms.

The second chapter includes sources of data, population of the study, sample
population, tools for data collection, process of data collection and limitation of
the study.

Similarly, the third chapter comprises analysis and interpretation of the data
obtained and fourth chapter contains the findings and pedagogical implications
of the study. In the final section of the study the References and Appendixes are
included.

Vi
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CHAPTER ONE
1. Introduction
1.1 General Background
Language is a means by which human beings communicate. It is extremely complex and

highly versatile code for human communication. It has a unique property which plays vital

role to differentiate human beings from other animals. There are many languages in the world

that are used for communication and no one has fixed yet the exact number of language

spoken in the world. Language not only personal phenomenon but social phenomenon as well

because it is affected by person, social ethnicity and geographical boundaries.

Language has distinct characteristics. It is, for example, arbitrary, symbolic, unique, creative,

complex. The word ‘Language’ has been defined in various ways by various linguists. Let us

see some of the definitions of it.

"…language is a purely human and non-instinctive method of communicating ideas,

emotions and desires by means of a system of voluntarily produced symbols…”
-Sapir (1921:8)

"… a language is conceived of in the first place as an instrument of social interaction between
human beings, used with the primary aim of establishing communicative relations between

speaker and addressees…" -Dik (1978:1)

"… a language to be a set (finite or infinite) of sentences, each finite in length and

constructed out of a finite set of elements." -Chomsky (1968:2)

"… language is primarily a representation of experiences. It may represent experience as a
report of direct perceptual experience, such as in an account of football game or in a

description of seen or event. Or it may represent tendencies to act and may be view as

representative of potential activities…" -Zips (1935:294)

When we compare these definitions, we find that no one can give exact, comprehensive and

wholly satisfactory definition of language. So what we can say here is that the language is the

most commonly used tool that people use to fulfill their needs. Language use differs from

place to place ,group to group and even person to person. Language is , so far as we know

now , species specific to man. It is the unique property of human beings. Every normal

(physically all right e.g. not deaf) child learns his first language in the first few years of his

life.
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1.2 English : A Brief Introduction and its importance in Nepal.

It is  believed that more than 6,000 distinct languages are used in the world today. Among

them English is the most widely used , the most highlighted and , therefore, the most

dominant language in the world. It is used mainly for transformation of science and

technology. It is an  international language in which most of the books ,newspapers journals

in the world are published and more communication is done. If we put  all languages in a

certain hierarchical order English occupies the top most position and all other languages are

behind it. So English has become a global language. Over 300 million people in the world

speak English as a means of communication by many more world wide. So it has become an

indispensable vehicle to the transmission of modern civilization. It is also a principal

language for international communication and gate way to the world body of knowledge.

English is a big treasure house of knowledge. That is why the craze of it is seen in every

body’s eye today. In over 100 countries, English is the most widely taught as a foreign

language. It has penetrated deeply in to the international domains of political life business,

safety, communication, entertainment media and education. It has reached every continent

being either the first language or official language or foreign language. It is not only an

international lingua franca but also one of the official languages offered by UN.

The importance of English in Nepal is growing rapidly. It has occupied an important place

even in the academic field of Nepal. In Nepal, it started with the foundation of the Darbar

High school in 1910 B.S. It is taught as a compulsory subject right from grade four to the

bachelor level which carries at least 100 full marks. Our educational curriculum has managed

that any interested students can read English as a major subject in campus level. It is equally

given priority to develop English language from both private and government sectors.

English Language Teaching (ELT) is a separate discipline from long way back in Nepal. This

language belongs to the group of Indo-European language family which is the largest

language family of the world.

1.3.Linguistic Scenario of Nepal.

Nepal is a small country in terms of its area but beautiful country where varieties of fertile

linguistic garden have been existed and, therefore, a number of languages are flowering

beautifully. That is why Nepal is very fertile land for languages. According to population
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census 2002, there are more than 92 languages used in this small country. However, most of

these languages don’t have their written scripts but exists only in spoken form.
All the languages identified in Nepal are classified under the following four major groups or

language families.

1.3.1. Indo-Aryan Group

The following languages are spoken  in Nepal under this family.

S.N. Languages population %

1. Nepali 11053255 48.61

2. Maithili 2797582 12.30

3. Bhojpuri 1712536 7.53

4. Tharu 1331546 5.86

5. Awadi 560744 2.47

6. Urdu 174840 0.77

7. Rajbansi 129829 1.57

8. Hindi 105765 0.47

9. Danuwar 31849 0.14

10. Bangla 23602 0.10

11. Marwari (Rajsathani) 22637 0.10

12. Manjhi 21841 0.10

13. Darai 10210 0.04

14. Kumal 6533 0.03

15. Bote 2823 0.01

16. Panjabi 1165 0.01

17. English 1037 0.00

18. Churauti 408 0.00

19. Magahi 30 0.00

Source : CBS, 2002.

1.3.2. Tibeto-Burman Group

The following languages come under this group.

S.N. Languages population %

1. Tamang 1179145 5.19
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2. Newar 825458 3.63

3. Magar 770116 3.39

4. Bantawa 371056 1.63

5. Gurung 338925 1.49

6. Limbu 333633 1.47

7. Sherpa 129771 0.57

8. Chamling 44093 0.19

9. Chepang 36807 0.16

10. Sunuwar 26611 0.12

11. Thami 18991 0.08

12. Kulung 18686 0.08

13. Dhimal 17308 0.08

14. Yakkha 14648 0.06

15. Thulung 14034 0.06

16. Sangpang 10810 0.06

17. Khaling 9288 0.04

18. Thakali 6441 0.03

19. Chhantyal/ Chhantel 5912 0.03

20. Tibetan 5227 0.02

21. Dumi 5271 0.02

22. Jirel 4919 0.02

23. Puma 4310 0.02

24. Dura 3397 0.01

25. Meche 3301 0.01

26. Pahari 2995 0.01

27. Lepcha/Lapcha 2826 0.01

28. Bahing 2765 0.01

29. Raji 2413 0.01

30. Hayu 1743 0.01

31. Byangshi 1734 0.01

32. Ghale 1649 0.01

33. Chhiling 1314 0.01

34. Lonorung 1207 0.01

35. Chinese 1101 0.00

36. Mewahang 904 0.00
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37. Kaike 794 0.00

38. Raute 518 0.00

39. Tilung 310 0.00

40. Jero/Jerung 270 0.00

41. Lingkhim 97 0.00

42. Koche 54 0.00

43. Dzonkha 9 0.00

44. Chhintang 8 0.00

45. Mizo 8 0.00

Source: CBS, 2002.

1.3.3. Dravidian Group

According to CBS, 2002. only one language i.e. Jhagad comes under this group which is

spoken on the province of Koshi River in the eastern region of Nepal. Its population is 28615

i.e. 0.13 % in total population.

1.3.4. Astro-Asiatic Group

According to CBS, 2002. only one language comes under this group i.e. Satar which is

spoken in Jhapa district of the eastern part of Nepal and its population is 40260 i.e. 0.18 % in

total.

Among  the four language families mentioned above, Tibeto-Burman language family

includes a large number of languages spoken in Nepal. Thus, we can say that Nepal is one of

the playground of Tibeto-Burman language family.

1.4.An Introduction to the Limbu and their language.

Nepal is a common place of various cultural significance and diverse ethnicity. Among them,

the Limbu is one of the major ethnic group of it. To the nation, they contribute their

distinctiveness interms of cultural indentity, civilizational, role, history and tradition, ethnic

diversity and physical traits. The limbus are a sedentary agriculturalist people of the

Mongoloid race dwelling in the hills of the Koshi and Mechi zones of eastern Nepal, parts of

Sikkim to the west of the Tista and in Darjeeling district. The present  Limbus are believed
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to be the descendents of Libukhang a Kirat king. The Limbus are frequently substituted by

the name of ‘Yakthungba” or ‘Subba”,‘Yakthungba’ is the term implicitely portrayed as the

corrupt form of ‘Yokthungba’ an ancient Kirant King viz. the offsprings of Yokthungba are

called by the name of ‘Yakthungbas’.The Limbus or ‘Yakthunbas’ are divided into several
tribes and subtribes. They are one of the Kiranti groups. Traditionally, the Kiranti area is

divided into three provinces as Wallo Kirant , Majha Kirant and Pallo Kirant. The original

place of the limbus is Pallo Kirant (Kainla, B :2002). Pallo Kirant includes Taplejung,

Panchthar, Ilam, Sankhuwasabha, Tehrathum , Dhankuta, the northen parts of Morang

district and Darjeeling and Sikkim of India. Now a days, Limbus are residing in Morang,

Sunsari, Jhapa , Kathmandu, Lalitpur and Bhaktapur district of Nepal and Asam, Meghalaya,

Nagaland and Manipur of India , and even in Burma and Bhutan. Their population of Nepal

according to the CBS Report,2002 is 3,33,633 i.e. 1.47 % of total population.

The Limbu language is one of the languages of Tibeto-Burman language family under the

eastern sub-group. The Limbus designate themselves by the name ‘Yakthungba’ and their
language by the name ‘Yakthunpan’or ‘Yakthungbapan’ (VanDriem). The Limbus are one of

the major ethnic groups in the eastern Nepal . In terms of population and the vastness of the

geographical distribution Limbu is considered as the dominant and the most prominent

language of the Kiranti group of Tibeto-Burman language. Limbu, Lepcha And Newari are

only Sino-Tibeten languages of the central Himalayas to possess their own scripts (Sprigg

1959:590). Sprigg(1959:591-592 & MS: 1-4) states us that the Limbu or Kiranti script was

devised during the period of Buddhist expansion in Sikkim in the early 18th century when

Limbuvan still constituted part of Sikkimese territory. The Kiranti script was probably

composed of at roughly the same time as the Lepcha script which was devised by the third

Maharaja of Sikkim, phyag-rdor-rNam-rgyal ca. 1700-1717.The Kiranti script is ascribed to

the Limbu hero, Sirijunga who was Killed by the Tasong monks in conspiracy with the

Maharaja of Sikkim at that time Singha Pratap Shah was King in Nepal (i.e.11 January

1775 to 17 November 1777. stiller 141,153). The Limbu script is also known as ‘Sirijunga
Lipi’. It has its rich literature. But all the aspects of the limbu language are not developed

fully.

The Limbu language can be roughly divided in to four dialects: Phedappe, Panchthare,

Chhathare and Taplejunge or Tamorkhola (Van Driem: 1987:XXII)
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I. Phedappe Dialect

Phedappe is spoken throughout the Terhathum district, and even Indo-Aryans living outside

Tehrathum bazaar, especially those of lower caste, speak some Limbu in addition to their

native Nepali. The largest centre of population in the phedappe speaking area of ‘Limbuvan’
is Tehrathum, although Tehrathum bazaar itself is largely Nepali and Newari speaking. The

term Phedappe is a Nepali adjectival form of Phedap, the region where the Phedappe dialect

is spoken and formerly the designation for all of present day Limbuvan (Cemjon 31). The

term phedap contains the Limbu morpheme ‘phe’ found in ‘Phe – dangma’ ‘witchdoctor’,
‘Phejikkum’ ‘sorcerer’ and pheda hang (hang, King) ‘warrior hero’. (Van Driem 1987:XXII).

II. Panchthare Dialect

Phanchthare is literally the dialect  of the Panchthar or ‘five clans’.Panchthare is spoken to
the east of the Tamor river. Centres of population in Panchthare speaking Limbuvan are

Yasok, Phidim, Ilam, beyond which Panchthare speaking Limbuvan extends to the east and

eastnorth . Similarly, it is spoken in Yangrok of Taplejung, Choubisthum of Dhankuta district

and different parts of India mentioned above. This dialect is regarded as the standered dialect

among the varieties of the limbu language. Most of the Limbu books, dictionaries and

literatures are written in this dialect.

III. Chhathare Dialect

As Panchthare is the dialect of ‘panchthar’ or ‘five clans’ Chhathare is the dialect of
‘Chhathar’ or ‘six clans’. Chhathare is spoken in the eastern part of Dhankuta district of the
Koshi Zone (Tankhuwa, Hattikharka, Bhirgaon and Banchare VDCs ) and in the south

western part of the adjoining Terhathum district (Dangappa, Chhather Pokhari, Hamarjung

and Okharbote VDCs). The Limbu of Chhathare speakers is virtually wholly untilegible to

the other dialects.

IV. Taplejunge Dialect (or Tamorkhole)

Taplejunge is the dialect spoken to the north of Phedap along and especially north of the

Tamor  River in Taplejung district and beyoud. Whereas the dialect boundry  between

Phedappe and Panchthare is an abrupt transition as one crosses the Tamor between
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Tehrathum and Yasok, the differences between Phedappe and Taplejunge as one moves north

appear to be gradual, and the differences are on the whole less pronounced than between any

of the other two dialects (Van Driem:1987). Taplejunge dialects can also be divided in to four

sub-dialects: Tamorkhole, Yangrupe, Miwakhole and Maiwa Khole. The Taplejunge dialect

speakers is highly resided in Dhunge Sanghu, Fakumba Thinglabu and Santhakkra VDCs in

western part of the Taplejung district. The dialect is also spoken by other non limbus.

1.5. Apology: One kind of language function.

There are several sectors of communicative competence of which expressing apology is the

one. An apology is a speech act which expresses that is sorry for having done something

wrong, for causing pain or trouble etc. For  Austin (1962:150-63) it is a piece of utterance

serving a behavitive function of language. The apologies whose use is a part of society’s
protocol and which are considered by the members of that society to be markers of politeness.

Fraser (1981:263) states several strategies that can be used long or in combination to form an

apology. According to him, direct strategies mention the apology as an issue while indirect

strategies don’t  explicitly mention the apology as an issue, it is inferred from the contexts.
He also mentions strategies used to accept an apology. Anyway, the main function of apology

is to provide a remedy for an offence and restore social equilibrium or harmony between the

speaker and listener.

1.5.1. Importance of apology in languages

Expression of an apology is a kind of speech act. It is an expression used by a speaker against

some offence committed by him /her most probably unknowingly. The apologies whose use

is a part of societ’s protocol and which are considered by the members of that society to be

marker of politeness. Someone must be able to apologize for doing wrong, being impolite or

hurting some body’s feeling. If one doesn’t know how to apologize, he/she will be considered

as rude or impolite in society. Thus, it is a marker of politeness which is indispensable to the

acquisition of communicative competence. An apology plays a vital role to establish or

reinforce social relation, and, therefore, it has to be taken care of by the speaker and hearer

The use of politeness terms such as apologies makes the conversation effective. We can not

imagine any effective conversation without use of politeness terms such as thanking,

regretting, apologizing, offering, congratulating, encouraging etc. Any conversation is full of
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such terms. We have to know their right uses. We should know how to use them, when and in

what manner. To be more specific, we can say that an apology brings a balance of

relationship between the speaker and listener and we need to know the different uses of

apologies in different situations to communicate effectively. So it is an indispensable factor

for communication.

1.5.2. An overview of  pragmatics

Pragmatics has relatively been a new discipline, however, its importance was felt when

Chomsky (1965) incorporated semantic aspect in his theory of transformational generative

grammar and Hymes (1972) proposed that “a normal child doesn’t only require sentences as
grammatical but also as appropriate.” This presented a peculiar relationship between context
and use of it. The former refers to the characteristics of language where as the letter use of it.

Choice of linguistic items is vital in communication as it should be compatible with the

context it is spoken in Crystal(1988). believes that our choice of language in social

interaction and the effect our choice is crucial in the study of pragmatics because there are

several social as well as cultural constraints that a speaker has to take care of while producing

utterances. This discussion leads us to believe that structural knowledge of language is not

enough but pragmatic knowledge as to how to use structural knowledge in particular

situations is also equally important. Pragmatics is the study of those principles that will

account why a certain set of sentences are anomalous, or not possible utterances. It is the

study of relations between language and context that are basic to an account of language

understanding. The use of apology is a part of pragmatics. Pragmatics enables the language

users to pair the sentences with the contexts in which they would be appropriate. Thus, a

good language user should have the ability to use the language which is grammatically

correct as well as contextually appropriate. The successful learners must know not only

which apologies can be used for the performance of a particular illocutionary act, but also the

kinds of context where such acts can be appropriately performed.

1.6 Review of related literature

There are some linguistic comparative research works on different languages, such as Gurung,

Bantawa Rai, Nepali, Bhojpuri and Newari in the Department of English Language Education

TU. Not any research has yet been carried out on apology system of the Limbu language in

any Department of  TU. Only one comparative linguistic research has been carried out on a
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comparative study of the apologies  between English and Nepali in the Department of English

Language Education TU . The related Literature to the present study is as follows.

Giri(1982) has carried out a research entitled "English and Nepali Kinship Terms: A  linguistic

Comparative Study". This is the first Master's Level thesis on  kinship terms. The main purpose

of this study was to determine the English  and Nepali Kinship relations and to find out their

corresponding addressive  forms and then to compare and contrast the terms. She found  on her

study that English Kinship terms are less in number in comparison to Nepali Kinship terms and

most of the kinship relation in English are addressed by kinship terms in Nepali.

Pandey (1997) has carried out a research on "A Comparative Study of Apologies between

English and Nepali".The purpose of his study was to enlist the different forms of apologies

used in English and Nepali  and compare them in the contexts of some related situations. He

found that English people are more apologetic compared to Nepali people  and women are

more apologetic than their male counterparts in English and Nepali.

Kattel (2001) carried  out a research entitled "A Comparative Study on Terms of Address used

by English and Nepali Speaker". He came to conclusion that  "Native speakers of Nepali use

Kinship terms to address even strangers where as native speaker of English largely rely on the

'Excuse me ' Phrase. Most of the Nepali kinship terms can function as terms of address, where

as in English , ascending generation only receives title and others are usually addressed by first

names."

Another research entitled "Request forms in the English and Nepali languages: A comparative

study " was done by Chapagain (2002). She found  that English people are more polite than

Nepali people in making requests. She also found that in totality 68% of English and 22% of

Nepali speakers used direct requests.

Phyak (2004) has done research entitled " English and Limbu Pronominals: A linguistic

comparative study". He found that Limbu  and English pronominal systems are different.

Limbu language has more number of pronouns and more complex pronominalized system than

English. Limbu language has inclusive and exclusive pronominal system which is not found in

English.
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So far, no comparative study on the apology system of Limbu and English languages has been

carried out . This research, therefore, is being undertaken to compare the apologies of Limbu

and English as a new venture in itself.

1.7 Objectives of the study.

The objectives of the present study are as follows:

I. To enlist the  different forms of apologies in  Limbu.

II. To compare and contrast Limbu apologies with those of English.

III. To suggest some pedagogical implications.

1.8 Significance of the study

I. Not any reaearch has been yet carried out on apologetic forms in the Limbu Language

in any Department of T.U., so this research will be invaluable for the Department of

English Language it self.

II. .This study will be significant for the prospective researchers on the Limbu language,

linguistics teachers, students, course designers, textbook writers.

III. The study will be fruitful for those who teach English to the Limbu children as a

foreign language.
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1.9  Definition of specific terms

Apology :-
In this study, this term refers to the statement of regret (for doing wrong, being impolite,

hurtings some body’s feeling). In other words it refers to a statement expressing that one is

sorry for having done something wrong, for causing pain or trouble etc.

Pedagogy :-

In this study , this term refers to the science of teaching.

Sociopragmatic

In this study, this terms refers to the form and the function of language in the given social

setting.

Apologetic response :-
In this study an apologetic response is a  response that shows or says that one is sorry for some

fault or wrong. Apologetic responses consists of the use of apologies.

Non- apologetic response :-
This term refers to those responses that donot consist of use of apologies. This is a term to

show or say that one is not sorry for some fault or wrong.

Repairment :-

This term refers to these responses which arenot apologies in form but function as apologies

indirectly, eg.Okay, I’ll turn the volume dowm.This term is interchangeably used with remedy.

Apology and repairment :-

This term refers to a statement that follows the apology, eg. I’m sorry, let me help you to pick it

up. Hare, this underlined part is repairment.

Context-specific apology

Context-specific apologies occur in certain situations and they need context to describe. They

always donot express apologies.

Illiterate :-

This term refers to those Limbu informants who have not got formal education and they are

unable to read and write.

Literate :-

This term refers to those Limbu informants who have got their acedemic qualification below

S.L.C. level.

Educated :-

This term refers to those Limbu informants who have got the academic qualification of S.L.C.

level or above.
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CHAPTER  TWO

2. Methodolgy

This chapter incorporates description of the sources of data, tools and process of data

collection. It also describes the limitation of the study.

2.1. Source of data

Both primary and secondary sources were utilized for data collection.

2.1.1. Primary sources of the data

The native speakers of Limbu were used as the primary source in order to elicit  the forms of

apology used in Limbu language.The data for the forms of apology in English was taken from

Pandey (1997) a research entitled, “A comparative study of Apologies between English and
Nepali” and other authentic materials accessible to the researcher.

2.1.2. Secondary source of the Data

The secondary sources of data were different books, journals, magazines, research reports,

internets and other works related to the topic.

2.2. Population of the study

Thirty Limbu native speakers, who speaks Taplejung dialect of the Limbu language, were the

population of the study.The researcher consulted both male and female.

2.3. Sampling procedure

The total sample population were 30 Limbu native speakers above 15 years of the age who

were taken from different VDCs of  Taplejung district . The total population would be divided

in to three groups i.e. illiterate, literate and educated. The people who were unable to read and

write were considered as illiterate and those who had acedemic qualification below SLC level

were considered as literate. The people with acedemic qualification above SLC were taken as
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educated. Each stratum  consisted of 10 native speakers. The researcher used stratified random

sampling procedure  to sample the population. Similarly there were 16 male and 14 female

informants in Limbu.

2.4. Research Tool

The interview was used as a research tool for data collection. A set of interview questionnaire

was developed in order to draw information about apology system from native speakers of

Limbu. The informants were supposed to act out different relationship as friends, strangers,

teachers/professors , parents ,children, shopkeeper, waiter , customer etc.

2.5. Pilot Test

The same questionnaires were distributed to two Limbu native speakers before collecting the

final data. They judged the whole situations according to their own context and responded to

the situations.Some items were replaced according to the Limbu cultural situations.

2.6.Process of Data Collection

The researcher had followed the following process while collecting the data.

I. The researcher prepared the a set of questions and individually met the native

speaker of the Limbu language in the different villages of Taplejung district.

II. He interviewed with the Limbu natives speakers on the basis of pre-prepared

interview guide and recorded the data following paper and pen technique.

III. Limbu apology forms were listed according to the responces provided by the

Limbu native speakers but for English apology forms secondary sources were

used.

IV. The data for the apologies in limbu was analysed and interpreted on the basis of

responses provided by the Limbu- native speakers. But the data for the apologies

in English was already analysed  and interpreted by Pandey (1997) in his

research. Which was taken to compare and contrast the apologies between the

English and Limbu languages.
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V. The responses provided by the native speakers were recorded using Roman

Tranliteration of Devanagari script based on Tuner’s (1931).

2.7. Limitations of the Study

This study was limited in the following ways.

I. This present study was confined to the analysis of data derived from only thirty native

speakers of Limbu in Dhunge Sanghu, Sanghu, Thinglabu and Hampang VDCs of

Taplejung district .

II. This study focused on only the apology system in Limbu with reference to English.

III. The information on the apologies of English were taken from the resources that were

accessible to the researcher.

IV. It excluded other politeness forms such as thanking, regretting, inviting etc. from its

scope.
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CHAPTER     THREE

3. Analysis and Interpretation of Data

This chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of the data in detail. The data are

analysed and interpreted descriptively.

All the responses provided by the Limbu native speakers are tabulated mainly on the basis of

Apologies , Apologies and Repairment and Repairments are analysed, compared and

contrasted with those of English Apologies, Apologies and Repairments and Repairments

which are already tabulated by Pandey(1997).

The following table table gives a clear picture of total number of expressed apologies,

apologies and repairments and repairments in given situations as a whole and their

percentages.This division is made on the basis of the relationship of the respondents themselves

in their interaction.

Table No.  1

Total Responses

S.N. Native

Language

AP AP + Rep Rep.

F % F % F %
1. English 501 57.13 319 36.37 57 6.50

2. Limbu 270 43.97 280 45.6 64 10.42

*F - Frequency         *AP - Apology    *% - Percentage

*AP + Rep - Apology + Repairment  *Rep – Repairment

The question of how apologies , apologies and repairments and repairments are expressed in

the two languages can be seen from the above table. This table shows that native speakers of

English use more aologetic words than the Limbu language speakers (LLS). Whereas Limbu

speakers use mostly the apology and repairment while responding the situations. For instance

Limbu speakers usually say

“ āmbi mennibāro ādāńbe nāsiń ābireo”(Rep + Ap)
( i.e. oh !  I didn’t see I am sorry.)

But English people usually say ‘ I’m really sorry.’ They seldom say ‘ oh  I didn’t see I’m really
sorry.’
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The percentage of the apology and apology and repairment in the two languages is 83.67 and

73.33 in English and Limbu respectively.On the other hand, 16.33 % responses in English and

26.66 % responses in the Limbu are other several responses. It shows that native speakers of

Limbu are seen less polite in comparision to the native speakers of English while responding to

the situation. But in fact, it doesn’t mean that Limbu people are not apologetic. It has been

found  from the study  that Limbu people expressed their apologies from their tone, facial

expression and other tacties.

Responses in all the situations given by 35 respondents and 30 respondents were supposed to

be 980 and 750 in the English and Limbu language respectively. Among them most of the

responses were straight , say non-apogetic . So all apologetic responses in two languages can

best be shown from the following table:-

Table No. 2

Apologetic and Non- apologetic resposes

S.N. Native language Apologetic Responses Other Responses

(non-apologetic)

F % F %

1. English 820 83.67 160 16.33

2. Limbu 550 73.33 200 26.66

Looking at the above table , we can easily say that the native speakers of English are more

apologetic than the Nepali people in the sense that out of 83.67 % responses in English are

apologetic whereas 73 % responses in Limbu are apologetic. This has something to do with

their culture.

On the other hand 16.33 responses in English and 26.66 responses in Limbu  were other several

responses. They were straight and not expressing apologies explicitly. So I categorized them as

non apologetic responses or other responses. For example Your friend next room complains

that the sound of  your radio is so loud that he/she can’t concerntrate in his/her study.
Respondent A : Okay, I’ll turn the volume down.
Respondent B : It won’t happen again .

The number of such type of non- apologetic response in the Limbu language is greater than in

English.
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3.1. Use of Apology between Friends
Table No. 3

Use of Apology between friends

S.N. Native

language

AP AP + Rep Rep

F % F % F %

1. English 72 39.34 100 54.64 11 6.01

2. Limbu

4,6,7,12,13

35 29.41 75 63.02 9 7.56

In context of one apologizing to a friend mostly ‘apology + repairement’ was used in both

English and Limbu language in comparision to 'apology'. Eventhen Limbu speakers use

'ap+rep' abit more than ELSs while apologizing to friends. There are a number of cases

where the respondents showed very close intimacy with their friends. Some examples from

both English and Limbu speakers are as follows:

 I’m sorry I lost your pen. I’ll get another another one for you. (AP + Rep)

 I’m busy tonight, sorry. How about next week.(AP + Rep)
 Oh ! I’m so sorry. I’ll clean it up. (AP + Rep)

Similar is the case with limbu.  Following cases of Limbu were observed.

 lemi nākāro cumme āinga mesiān ho tandik menuneni.S.n.. 4 (AP + Rep)

(Forgive me, I’m busy today. How about tomorrow ?)

 hāu ājumme lemiroho āllāńtho memuń ānro.S.n. (AP + Rep)

(Sorry friend, I’ll never turn the volume high since today)
The term ‘hāu cumme/ājumme’ in friend-friend relationship, refers to intimacy.

I’ve used the ‘repairment’ to refer to those responses which were straight but functioning as
apologies indirectively.

In this context, all apologetic terms which were used by native speakers of English are

mentioned below.

Table No. 4

List of apologies in English

S.N. Apologies Frequency %
1. Sorry 59 34.30

2. I’m sorry 45 26.16
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3. I’m  really sorry 13 7.56

4. I’m very sorry 10 5.81

5 Oh ! I’m sorry 7 4.07

6. I’m so sorry 6 3.49

7. Oh ! 5 2.91

8. Oh ! I’m sorry 4 2.33

9. Oh ! I’m really sorry. 4 2.33

10. I’m terribly sorry 4 2.33

11. Oh no…… 2 1.16

12. Oh I’m  very sorry 2 1.16

13. Oops ! sorry… 2 1.16

14. Shit….. 2 1.16

15. Please for give me 2 1.16

16. Please excuse me 2 1.16

17. I apologise 1 0.58

18. Oops…. 1 0.58

19. I’m afraid 1 0.58

(Pandey G.P. 1997)

In context of friend – friend relationships different apologetic terms used by the Limbu

speakers are listed below.

Table No. 5

List of apologies in Limbu

S.N. Apologies {Ap + (Ap + Rep)} F %

1. āmbi mennicaghap poksero 25 22.72

2. lemi nākāro/ābireo/pirāṅṅeo 21 19.09

3. māphro 8 7.27

4. nāsiń  nākāro 7 6.36

5. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 5 4.54

6. sariro 5 4.54

7. tā phemba pokse 4 3.63

8. nāktāńlo 4 3.63
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9. le mi tonduńlo 1 0.90

Other context-specific apologies in Limbu

10. keniṅwă mendukyo 6 5.54

11. āmbi 4 3.63

12. hā 3 2.72

13. hāu 3 2.72

14. keyakmelleo 3 2.72

15. āre 2 1.81

16. kesiń   menkheńyo 2 1.81

17. āyākko 2 1.81

18. h āho 2 1.81

19. h āu theni poksega/ thecokmā  ga 2 1.81

20. hāńgen sik āmenjokyo 1 0.90

These context-specific apologies occur in certain situations and they need context to describe.

They always donot express apologies.

It can be concluded that English people express apologies with repairment of the situations less

than the Limbu people do. In context of context-specific apologies in Limbu  ‘āyākko’ mostly
used by male people and ‘āmbi’ by female.

The percentages of Apologies and context specific Apologies out of 110 apologies can be

stated as follows.

Table No. 6

The Description of Apologies and

Context-specific Apologies

*C.F – cumulative frequency

In Limbu language  out of 150 responsesonly 110 responses were purely apologetic. Among

them, 80 were real apologies and 30 were context- specific apologies. And  9 responses in

limbu only repaired the situations.

Real apologies in English and  Limbu and other non- apologetic responses are as follows.

S.N. Apologies Expressed F C.F %

1. Real  Apologies 80 80 72.72

2. Context Specific Apologies 30 110 27.27
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Table No. 7

The Description of Pure Apologies, Repairments

and Non-apologetic Responses

S.N. Languages Apologies

AP + (AP+Rep)

Repairments Non- apologetic

responses

F % F % F %

1. English 172 81.90 11 5.24 27 12.86

2. Limbu 110 73.33 9 6 31 20.66

This table shows that the Limbu speakers are less polite in case of apolizing to friends .It has

been found that  sometimes they don’t apologize to their friend.

3.2 Use of Apology between Strangers
Table No 8

Use of Apology between Strangers

S.N. Language Ap Ap + Rep Rep

F % F % F %

1. English 141 60.78 85 36.64 6 2.59

2. Limbu 1,2,3,8,

22,23,24

98 54.14 64 35.35 19 10.49

The table given above shows that a stranger speaking to another stranger found to be more

apologetic in English speakers rather than Limbu speakers. Some examples from Limbu

language in the above situations.

āmbi mennibaro nasiń ābireo (Sn. 2) (Ap)
(i.e.Oh I didn’t see please forgive me)
lemi ińgā meniānho āruhā senkedosele nuiya (Sn 3) (Ap + Rep)

( Sorry, I don’t know. It is better to ask someone else.)

āllaāńtho mejokānro (Rep)
(ie.I never do it again.)

The different forms of apologies used by the Limbu speakers while responding to the stranger

are listed as follows.
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Table No. 9

List  of Apologies in Limbu.

S.N. Apologies F %

1. le mi  nāsiṅ nākāro 43 26.54

2. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 33 20.37

3. nāsiṅ nākāro 7 4.32

4. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 7 4.32

5. māphro 6 3.70

6. nāktāńlo 6 3.70

7. Jedo jedoro 4 2.46

8. tā phemba pokse 3 1.85

9. sariro 2 1.23

10. āsewāro/ cedoro 2 1.23

11. lu ńmendiń lemi nākāro 1 0.61

Other context-specific Apologies

12. āmbi 15 9.25

13. keyakmelleo 9 5.55

14. āyākko 7 4.32

15. kenińwă mendukyo 5 3.08

16. āre 3 1.85

17. me  3 1.85

18. hāu 2 1.32

19. h āho 2 1.32

20 hā 2 1.32

The table above shows that Limbu people use less number of apologies compared to English

people. Limbu people have few apologetic to use when a stranger speaking to another . Besides

Limbus tend to use content specific apologies when one limbu  meets another. However, these

context –specific apologies are less in number than the real apologies.

Limbu people are found to use repairements more than English people . They tend to use

responses to repair the situations without using the terms that express apologies. For examples

:-

luńwāe kan yuńmāden āńgenniro (Sn.23) (Rep)
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(ie My dear this is my seat.)

āmphue kenākcāin  sa phāthik  pirāńńya  āńgen  maeraich (Sn 24)( Rep.)
(i.e. My brother, give me your pen for a while I’ve lost my pen.)

In context of context –specific apologies in Limbu, they occur in certain circumtances and they

need context to describe. They accidently  occur while Limbu people encounter the particular

situations. They can also occur in other  situations carrying different meaning to fullfil

different social functions. For example, ‘āmbi/ āyakko’ sometimes expresses exclamation, ‘hā ’
sometimes refers to delight , exclamation, sorrow etc. In these situations if they are uttered,

they give the sense of apologies . That is why , I’ve categorized them as context-specific

apologies.

The percentage of real apologies and context specific apologies out of 162 apologies are as

follows.

Table No.   10

The Description of Real Apologies and Context-specific Apologies

S.N. Apologies F C.F %

1. Real Apologies 114 114 70.37

2. Context-specific Apologies 48 162 29.62

*C.F. – Cumulative frequency

In the Limbu among 210 responses, only 162 responses (excluding repairments) were purely

apologetic, 19 repairments [excluding {Ap + ( Ap + Rep)}] and there were 29 non apologetic

responses. The division of apologies , non apologies and repairments can shown as below.

Table No. 11

The Description of Pure Apologies, Repairment and Non- Apologetic Responses

This table shows that the number of non- apologetic responses in Limbu is greater than the

number of non-apologetic responses in English.On the other hand , the percentage of purely

apologetic responses in English is greater than those of the Limbu.

S.N. Language Apologies {Ap+(Ap+Rep)} Non-Apologetic Responses Repairments

F % F % F %

1. English 227 92.62 12 4.92 6 2.46

2. Limbu 162 77.14 29 13.8 19 9.04
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3.3 Use of Apology between Students and Teachers
Table No. 12

Use of Apology between Student and Teacher

S.N. Language Ap Ap + Rep Rep

F % F % F %

1. English 112 55.17 66 32.51 25 12.32

2. Limbu 9,14,21 33 47.14 31 44.28 6 8.57

There are always been a very cordial relationship between a teacher and a student in this part of

the world. Students obey their teachers and teachers also love their students.Even today,

students are found to be more apologetic to their teachers . The table given above shows that

both English and Limbu students are more or less equally apologetic to their teachers. Consider

the following examples from Limbu Students.

Mennicaghapro  siksām   ādāńbe  (9) (Ap)
(Excuse me sir,  it occurred acidentally)

le mi   nākāro   siksāmbā     ādāńbe  y āmmu  ālla āńtho  nińwā memuān (Sn.14)

(Ap + Rep)

(I’m sorry sir, I won’t forget it again)
The table given above also shows that 12.32 % responses in English and 8.57 % responses in

Limbu occured just to repair the situations which don’t  express apologies directly. Consider
the following examples:

 I must go, I’ve dentist appointment (Rep)
 I would probably raise  my hand . (Rep)

 āńgā   tāndik coguń    ăi  nińwā   muche (Rep)
( I shall do tomorrow, I forget today) etc.

The number of such type of 'repairment' in English is greater than Limbu.

The different forms of apologies used by LLSs  while responding to the teacher are listed as

follows.

Table No. 13

List of Apologies in Limbu

S.N. Apologies F %

1. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 19 29.68

2. āsewāro/ cedoro 15 23.43
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3. le mi  nāsiṅ nākāro 14 21.87

4. hukphāk   sewāro 5 7.81

5. sariro 3 4.68

6. nāsiń  nākāro 2 3.12

7. n āktāńlo 2 3.12

8. le mi tonduńlo 1 1.56

Context-specific Apologies in Limbu

9. āmbi 2 3.12

10. āyākko 1 1.56

The table above shows that Limbu people use less number of apologetic terms to use when a

stranger speaking to another. Besides, Limbu tends to use context - specific apologies when

one limbu meets another. However, these context-specific apologies are less number than the

real apologies.

In this context it seems that apologies such as ‘le mi nākāro’, mennicaghapro, āsewāro , āmbi
are mostly used while n āktāńlo, le mi tonduńlo , āyākko are used rarely in Limbu contexts. In

the  same way  there are only seven real apologies . Besides these, there are two context –
specific apologies which express apologies in certain circumtances. They are not always

apologies . These expressions which show sudden happenings or events that occur

unfortunately.

The percentages of apologies and context-specific apologies out of 64 apologies can be stated

as follows.

Table No. 14

The Description of Real Apologies and Context-specific Apologies

Among 90 responses provided by LLSs only sixty-four āyākko responses were purely

apologetic. And there were  ten repairements . The detail description of apologies  {Ap + ( Ap

+ Rep) }, repairments and other responses (non-apologetic) can be stated as follows.

S.N. Apologies F C.F. %

1. Real apologies 61 61 95.31

2. Context-specefic Apologies 3 64 4.68
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Table No  15

The Description of pure Apologies, Repairments

and Non-apologetic Responses

This table gives a statistical description of apologies , repairment of the situation ; non-verbal

apologies and non- apologetic responses obtained from native speakers of English and Limbu .

3.4.  Use of Apologies between Relatives
Table No. 16

Use of Apologies between Relatives

S.N. Language Ap Ap + Rep Rep

F % F % F %

1. English 15 44.12 15 44.12 4 11.76

2. Limbu

11,15,18,20

40 40.81 50 51.02 8 8.16

This table shows that in the Limbu context, they express apologies less, however, remedy of

the situation is  cared much compared to ELSs where as respondents of English language are

found to express apologies and apologies and repairments equally.

What is more interesting is when a Limbu accidently touches his/her sister with his/her foot

he/she expresses apologies saying ‘jedo jedoro’ or ‘āsewāro’. And at the same time, they repair
the situations by putting their forehead in to sister’s foot. This is a cultural phenomenon which
is not imagined in English context. Most often in situation No. 20 they repair the situation by

putting their forehead in to sister’s foot. Some utterances in this situation are:

 yāṅsijaṅ celie jedo jedoro or cedoro ( Ap) [to female by male]

 ādāṅbāe jedo jedoro (Ap)  [to male by female}

The different forms of apologies used by Limbu Language speakers in these situations are

given below.

S.N. Language Ap(Ap+Rep) Rep Non-Verbal  Apologies Non- Apologetic

F % F % F % F %

1. English 178 72.65 25 10.20 20 8.16 22 8.98

2. Limbu 64 71.11 6 6.66   20 22.22
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Table No. 17

List of Apologies in the Limbu

S.N. Apologies F %

1. le mi  nāsiṅ nākāro 18 20

2. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 13 14.44

3. Jedo jedoro 11 12.22

4. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 5 5.55

5. nāsiń  nākāro 4 4.44

6. māphro 4 4.44

7. mennāho 3 3.33

8. nāktāńlo 3 3.33

9. tā phemba pokse 2 2.22

10. chw  chw chw 2 2.22

11. ceyapokse 2 2.22

12. lu ńmendiń lemi nākāro 2 2.22

13. hukphāk   sewāro 1 1.11

14. sewāro 1 1.11

List of Context-specific Apologies

15 āmbi 8 8.88

16. āyākko 2 2.22

17. hā 2 2.22

18. h āho 2 2.22

19. thuiyā 2 2.22

20. āre 1 1.11

21. hāṅgen sik āmenjokyo 1 1.11

22. me  1 1.11

In this context the apologies  such as  āmbi  mennicaghap poksero , jedo jedoro/cedoro,

le mi  nākāro are mostly used in Limbu context. In case of context-specific apologies

‘h ā  !’ is used when when some one forgets to do something as in situation No 15 .Similarly

‘h āho’ is also another interesting term used here. Other terms are common and found to be

used in many former situations as well.

Out of 90 apologies in Limbu 71 of them were real apologies and 19 were context –specific.

The percentages of apologies and context-specific apologies can be stated as follows.
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Table No. 18

The Description of Real Apologies and context specific Apologies.

S.N. Apologies F *C.F %

1. Real Apologies 71 71 78.88

2. Context-specific Apologies 19 90 21.11

Repairments in the situations are not described in the above table . But apologies and apologies

and repairments are mentioned.

The description of apologies { Ap + (  Ap + Rep ) }, repairments in the situations and non-

apologetic responses between the English and Limbu languages is discussed in the following

table.

Table  No. 19

The Description of pure apologies, Repairments and Non-Apologetic Responses

S.N. Language Ap+(Ap+Rep) Rep Non- Apologies

F % F % F %

1. English 30 85.71 4. 11.43 1 2.86

2. Nepali 90 75 8 6.66 22 18.33

In terms of Limbu there were are 30  4 = 120 responses in total. Among them, 90 responses

were purely apologetic ( excluding repairments ) , 8 responses repaired the situations and 22

responses were non- apologetic.

3.5 Use of Apology between Customer and Shopkeeper
Table No. 20

Use of Apology between Customer and Shopkeeper

S.N. Language Ap Ap + Rep Rep Non-Apologies

F % F % F % F %

1. English 3 8.57 27 77.14 5 14.29 - -

2. Limbu ,19 5 16.66 8 26.66 9 30 8 26.66

The table shows that majority of English people used apologies and repairments  both but a few

people repaired the situations. On the contrary majority of Limbu people repaired the situations
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while speaking to the shopkeeper . So, what  the researcher come to conclude here is that

English people are more  apologetic in relation to LLSs .Limbu language speaker felt very easy

to return the thing that they bought to the  shopkeeper without apologizing. Let’s see some
responses  based on  situation no. 19.

 t ā phemba  pokse kanle nurik mesāptunrach (AP)

( I’m sorry it didn’t write clearly)
 le mi   pirāńńe  ādāńbe  āńgā   ārkothik  teruń (Ap + Rep).

( I’m sorry. I’ d like to another one)
 kan    nākcāinga   t āphembā rach  ā ńgā     ārkothik teru ń  (Rep).

( This pen is poor quality, I’ll take another one.)

The total apologetic responses  in this context used by Limbu language speakers are

mentioned above.

Table No. 21

List of Apologies in the Limbu

S.N. Apologies {Ap+(Ap+Rep)} F %

1. le mi  nākāro 6 46

2. māphro 2 15.38

3. sariro 2 15.38

Context-specific  Apologies

4. keyakmelleo 2 15.38

5. āre 1 7.69

This table shows that in this context the apology ‘ le mi  nākāro’ is mostly used and the other

numbered 2-5 in the table no 21 are moderately used.

3.6 Miscellanneous
Table No. 22

Miscellanneous

S.N. Language Ap Ap + Rep Rep

F % F % F %

1. English 158 83.16 26 13.68 6 3.16

2. Limbu  5,10,16,17,25 59 47.58 52 41.93 13 10.48
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Situation No. 5,10, 16, 17, 25 in Limbu are kept under miscellaneous category. In this

categories it is found that English people are more apologetic than Limbu people, however,

English people didn’t care to repair the situations much. Expression of apologies and
repairments both at the same time is more frequent in Limbu compared to English speakers.

Besides, Limbu people use indirect apologies to repair the situations which has been dealt

under the topic of Repairment in the above table.They have habit of repairing situations with

statements which implicitly express apologies. Some normal utterances used in Limbu in this

category are as follows.

 ādāńbā  tumbākpāe  yāmmu thiklen kepsummā (Sn 10) [Rep]

( respected speaker I’d like to listen to it once more)
 Cuppe kanā saphā   khepseta (Sn 5) [Rep]

(Youngest brother, listen to me for a moment)

 ādāńbe kesakin  pimā   phasak nińwā muche hukphāk sewāro. (Sn 25) [Ap + Rep]

(I’m sorry gentleman I forgot to give your letter.)
The different forms of apologies used by Limbu speakers as follows.

Table  No. 23

List of Apologies in the Limbu

S.N. Apologies {Ap + ( Ap + Rep)} F %

1. lemi nākāro/ābireo/pirṅṅeo 19 17.11

2. hukphāk   sewāro 17 15.31

3. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 15 13.55

4. nāsiń  nākāro 8 7.20

5. māphro 7 6.30

6. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 6 5.40

7. t ā phemba  pokse 6 5.40

8. nāktāńlo 2 1.80

9 sewāro 1 0.90

10. ceyapokse 1 0.90

11. lu ńmendiń lemi nākāro 1 0.90

Context-specific  Apologies

12. āmbi 9 8.10

13. me  5 4.50

14. h āu 5 4.50
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These apologies are sum total of apologies and apologies and repairments. In the Limbu

context it has been found that people are found to use ‘le mi   nākāro ‘,’ mennicaghap
poksero’ , ‘hukphāk   sewāro’ most frequently whereas English people are found to use ‘excuse
me ‘ most frequently in one way or the other.
On the other hand, there are few new real apologies added in this misscellaneous category.

They are ‘mennāho’, chw ! chw! chw!. ‘mennāho’ has been used when respondents

encountered the situation 18.

In case of Limbu language, out of 111 apologies the percentage of apologies is 39.33 % while

the percentage of the both apologies and repairments is 34.66 % . It means 34.66 % of the

people used apologies and repairment of the situation both.

Out of 111 apologies used in Limbu, 83 of them were real apologies. They don’t need any
content to describe. They can stand on their own as apologies. Similarly among 111 apologetics

terms ,28 were context-specific apologies which need context to describe. They are situation

specific i.e. their use differs from situation to situation .Limbu utterances are full of such

context-specific utterances. If a Limbu encounters a sad or happy situation, he or she

accidentally utters  such words to repair the situation.

The description of apologies and context-specific apologies can be shown in the tabular form as

follows.

Table  No. 24

The Description of Real Apologies and Context-specific Apologies in the Limbu

*C.F. - cumulative frequency.

15. āyākko 3 2.70

16. kenińwă mendukyo 3 2.70

17. h āho 2 1.80

18. keyakmelleo 1 0.90

S.N. Apologies {Ap + ( Ap + Rep)} F *C.F. %

1. Real apologies 83 83 74.77

2. Context-specific apologies 28 111 25.22
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The table given above shows that LLSs are found to use less number (only 25.22 %) of

context-specific apologies in comparision to real apologies (74.77 % ).Eventhough we can’t
neglect their frequent occurrences in the conversation.

In case of limbu, there were 5  30 =150 responses in total. Among them 111 responses were

purely apologetic 13 were repairments and 26 were non- apologetic. The following will be

helpful to understand these responses.

Table No. 25

The Description of Apologies {Ap + (Ap + Rep)}, Repairments

and Non – Apologetic  Responses

S.N. Language Apologies{Ap + (Ap +

Rep)}

Repairments Non-Apologetic Responses

F % F % F %

1. English 184 87.62 6 2.86 20 9.52

2. Limbu 111 74 13 8.66 26 17.33

3.7. Sex-wise Differences
Table No. 26

Sex-wise Differences

S.N. Language English Limbu

Sex Ap Ap + Rep Rep Ap Ap + Rep Rep

F % F % F % F % F % F %

1. Male 271 50.94 154 28.95 25 4.70 152 38 93 23.25 74 18.5

2. Female 230 51.34 165 36.83 32 7.14 142 40.57 93 26.57 60 17.14

It is also worth seeing the differences in the use of apologies between male and female. It is

found that female people excel their male counterparts in the expression of apologies and

apologies and repairments that confirms the findings of  Holmes (1989) who concludes that

“Women use significantly more apologies than men.”
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3.8. List of Different Types of Apologies used in Two Languages

3.8.1. List of Different types of Apologies in English

Thirty different types of apologies were used by the native speakers of English while

responding to the situatins. Out of 980 responces in English , only 820 responses were purely

apologetic (Pendey 1997) . The list of different types of apologies in English are given below:

Table No. 27

List of Different Types of Apologies in English

S.N. Apologies F %

1. Excuse .. ….. … 236 28.78

2. Sorry …. …. … 222 27.07

3. I’m sorry … … … 153 18.66

4. I’m really sorry … .. … 28 3.41

5. I’m very sorry … …. … 25 3.05

6. Oh! I am sorry … … …. 22 2.68

7. I apologize … … … 18 2.20

8. Oh ! sorry …. 16 1.95

9. I am so sorry … …. ….. 14 1.71

10. I am terribly sorry …. …. … 12 1.46

11. Oh ! …… 11 1.34

12. Please for give me … …. … 10 1.22

13. Oops sorry … … …. 8 0.98

14. Oh no ….. …. … 6 0.73

15. Oh ! Iam really sorry …. … … 5 0.61

16. I do apologize … … … 4 0.49

17. Oh I am so sorry …. … …. 4 0.49

18. Oops… …. ….. 4 0.49

19. Oh shit. Sorry … …. …. 4 0.49

20. Oh my god …. …. … 4 0.49

21. I beg your pardon/ parden me .. … … 2 0.24

22. Shit … … …. 2 0.24

23 Oh I am very sorry … …. .. 2 0.24

24. I am afraid … …. … 2 0.24
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25. Oh I am terribly sorry. … ….. 1 0.12

26. Hey ! sorry … …. …. 1 0.12

27. Hi Sorry … ….. …. 1 0.12

28. I am extremely sorry … … …. 1 0.12

29. That’s my seat Poul … …. ….. 1 0.12

30. Oh gotta go … …. ….. 1 0.12

Total 820 83.67

Source: Pandey (G.P.1997)

It is fond that apologies like ‘excuse me’, ‘sorry’ and ‘I am sorry’ are mostly used apologies
whereas ‘Hey sorry’, ‘Hi ! sorry’, ‘I am extremly sorry’ etc. (see the above) are by very few

people and they rarely used.

3.8.2. List of Different Types of Apologies in Limbu

Twenty nine different types of apologies were used by the native speakers of Limbu. Out of

750 responses in Limbu , only 550 responses were purely apologetic. But these apologies are

split in to two forms : real apologies and context-specific apologies. These differents types of

apologies are given :

Table No. 28

List of Different types of Apologies in Limbu

S.N. Real Apologies F %

1. lemi nākāro/ābireo/pirāṅṅeo 120 21.81

2. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 105 19.09

3. nāsiń  nākāro/ābireo/pirāṅṅeo 30 5.45

4. hukphāk   sewāro 25 4.54

5. māphro 25 4.54

6. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 20 3.63

7. āsewāro/ cedoro 19 3.45

8. Jedo jedoro 15 2.72

9. sariro 15 2.72

10. nāktāṅlo 15 2.72

11. tā phemba pokse 12 2.18

12. le mi tonduńlo 5 0.9.
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13. lu ńmendiṅ lemi nākāro 4 0.72

14. ceyapokse 3 0.54

15. mennāho 3 0.54

16. chw….chw…. 2 0.36

List of Context-specific Apologies

17. āmbi 38 6.90

18. āyākko 16 2.90

19. keyākmelleo 12 2.18

20. h āu 12 2.18

21. kenińwă mendukyo 12 2.18

22. h āho 8 1.45

23. āre 8 1.45

24. me  8 1.45

25. hā 6 1.09

26. kesiṅ menkheṅyo 5 0.90

27. h āu theni poksega/ thecokmā  ga 3 0.54

28. haṅgen sik āmenjokyo 2 0.36

29. thuiyā 2 0.36

Total 550 73.33

From the above tables the researcher come to know that the LLSs have a very few forms to

express apologies in comparision to ELSs while responding to the situations even then they

often use context specific apologies . It seems that English people are more apologetic in

reation to Limbu language speakers.But in fact, it doesn’t mean that Limbu people are not
polite. It has been found from the study that Limbu people expressed their  apologies from their

tone, facial expressions and other tacties.This has something to do with their culture.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4. Findings and Recommendations

This research entitled “A comparative study of apologies between English and Limbu” aimed
at exploring the various  forms of apology used in the Limbu language and to compare and

contrast them with those of English apologies as well as to suggest some pedagogical

implications. To fullfil these objectives the researcher had prepared  a set of interview

questionnaires and collected the data  from Limbu informants.The data were analysed and

interpreted first in terms of relationship between the interlocuters in their interaction between

friends, strangers, teachers, relatives , shopkeeper, and others. Sex-wise comparision was also

made among Limbu speaker.Having analysed and interpreted the date, the researcher compared

them with the terms of apologies used in English taking the information from Pandey

G.P.(1997) and others. The major findings of the research can be stated as follows.

4.1 Findings of the study
I. The researcher found the following forms of apology in the Limbu Language.

S.N. Real Apologies S.N Context-specific Apologies

1. lemi nākāro/ābireo/pirāṅṅeo 17. āyākko
2. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 18. keyākmelleo
3. nāsiṅ nākāro/ābireo/pirāṅṅeo 19. h āu
4. hukphāk   sewāro 20. keniṅwă mendukyo
5. māphro 21. h āho
6. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 22. āre
7. āsewāro/ cedoro 23. me 

8. Jedo jedoro 24. hā
9. sariro 25. kesiṅ menkheńyo
10. nāktāṅlo 26. h āu theni poksega/ thecokmā  ga
11. tā phemba pokse 27. haṅgen sik āmenjokyo
12. le mi tonduṅlo 28. thuiyā
13. luṅmendiṅ lemi nākāro 29. āmbi

14. ceyapokse

15. mennāho
16. chw….chw….
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II. The Limbu language has less apologetic terms or apology structures  than English

has.But it seems that the Limbu language has some context - specific apologies

which explictly always do not express apologies . They occur in certain

circumtances.

III. Native speakers of Limbu are indirect, lengthy and sometimes ambiguous while

expressing apologies, apologies and repairments and repairments whereas native

speaker of English are direct and explict in their use of apologies , apologies and

repairment and repairments. Pragmatic intricacies mostly involved in the Limbu

responses to express apologies.

IV. Limbu  people  are less apologetic compared to English people.

V. Some Limbu language speakers used the English form ‘sorry’ and the Nepali

term ‘māpha’ to respond the situations for apology. Thus, these forms have

become part of Limbu vocabulary.

VI. The gravity of apology seems to depend on the situations rather than the relationship

between the interlocutors in case of English whereas it depends on the relationship

between the interlocuters rather than situations in case of Limbu.

VII. Limbu people found easier to repair the situations without using the apologetic

terms.

VIII. Native speakers of Limbu often use the terms of address with apologetic

terms while expressing apology. In that case  they express apologies in three ways.

For example :

lemi nākāro ādāṅbe. (for senior or respeted person)

lemi nākāro cumme.  (for friends or contemporary)

lemi nākāro hinjāe . (for junior)

They also use kinship terms with apologetic terms. So the Limbu speakers

always consider who the persion offended is before expressing apology.

IX. There are several terms of address in the Limbu which make the utterance/responses

more or apologetic.Sometimes, therefore, Limbu language speakers use the terms

address only while expressing apology. For example :

luńwāe mellebāro                  (my dear I don't know)
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4.2. Recommendation and Pedagogical implication

On the basis of findings the researcher has attempted to forward some suggestions for

teaching ‘apologies’ which would be beneficial for teachers, students, and learners of

English and Limbu as second languages.

I. The teacher can create dialoges that require the expressions of apologies and perform

them in the situations.

II. Make the students knew all the apologies in English and Limbu. After making the

students know all the apologies in limbu and English, make the lists of all the

apologies of English and limbu which are functionally similar. Then , find out the

apology in English which have no counterparts in the limbu and make them to learn

in situations.

III. Students are asked to make note what people say when they do something wrong,

how people respond for having done something  wrong, how  one repairs when

he/she gives trouble or pain to another.

IV. The teacher can create different kinds of situations based on apology and ask the

students to make apologies properly.

V. English people learning the limbu should be made aware of the use of terms of

address while expressing apology.

VI. Limbu native speakers learning English should be taught different forms of

apologies in English and the English people learning Limbu should be taught the

concept of context-specific apologies.

VII. The Limbus learning English can be suggested to use ‘excuse me’ phrase to
apologize, to the strangers and English people learning of the  Limbu language can

be taught to use  lemi nākāro ādāńbe (for male)and ādāńme (for female) in order

to apologize a stranger.

VIII. Text-book writers should write books so that the learners can be encouraged to use

apologies in their conversations.
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APPENDICES

Appendix I

Transliteration of Nepali Alphabet in to Roman script

Based on Turners (1931) Nepali Alphabet and Diacritic Marks

c a s\ k b\ d

cf ā v\ kh w\ dh

O i u\ g g\ n

O{ ī 3\ gh k\ p

p u ª\ ṅ k\m ph

pm ū r\ c a\ b

C ṛ 5\ ch e\ bh

P e h\ j d\ m

P] ai ´\ jh o\ y

cf] o \̀ ň /\ r

cf} au 6\ ṭ n\ l

c“ aṅ aṁ 7\ ṭh j\ w/v

c+ ã 8\ ḍ z\ ṡ
M ḥ 9\ ḍh if\ ṣ

0f\ ṇ ;\ s

t\ t x\ h

y\ th

(Note: The traditional letters IF\ q\ and 1\ are treated as Conjunct letter.

e.g.IF\ = kṣ,  kṣh,  kch; 1\ = gy; q\=tr)
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Appendix II

Fraser’s Strategies for Giving and Accepting Apologies

Fraser (1981 : 263) states several strategies that can be used alone or in combination to form an

apology.

Direct Strategies mention the apology as an issue:

i. Announcing an apology, e.g. “I (hereby) apologize for….”
ii. Stating one’s obligation to apologize, e.g. “ I most apologize for ….”

iii. Offering to apologize, e.g. “ I would like to offer my apology to you for …”
iv. Requesting that the hearer accept an apology, e.g. “ Please accept my apology for

………….”
Indirect Strategies do not explicitly mention the apology as an issue :

it is inferred from the context.

v. Expressing regret for the offence, e.g, “I’m (truly/very/so/terribly) sorry for….”
vi. Requesting forgiveness for the offence, e.g., “Forgive/ Pardon/Excuse me for ….”

vii. Acknowledging responsibility for the offence, e.g,  “That’s my fault”.
viii. Promissing forbearances, e.g, “ I promise you that will never happen again again.”

ix. Offering redress/repair, e.g., “Please let me pay for the damages.”

Fraser (1981 :265) also mentions strategies used to accept an apology.

i. Reject the need for apologizing e.g., You did not have to apologize.”
ii. Deny offence, e.g., “ I wasn’t really upset”.

iii. Experss appreciation, e.g. “Thanks for four concern.”
iv. Reject speaker responsibility, e.g. “Well, you really couldn’t help it.”
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Appendix III

Interview questionnaire

This interview questionnaire has been prepared to draw information for the research

work entitled " A Comparative Study of Apologies in English and Limbu." This

research is being carried out under the guidance of Prof. Dr. Tirtha Raj Khaniya,

Central Department of English Language Education, Faculty of Education T.U.

Kirtipur, Kathmandu. The researcher hopes that your kind co-operation will be a

great contribution of this research work.

Researcher

Harka raj Tembe

T.U. Kirtipur

Kathmandu
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The Limbu Situations

Name : Age

ldª;ª M============== tª\a] M===============
Address : Academic Qualification:

nflDds M =============== ;fK;fs ;'Daf]wf M =============
Mother tongue :

df kfg M===========
Please make responses in a few words or sentences that first come to your mind.

;fs]e/ xf/f s]lGgª\jfMof] y] tf v]gxf tfª\af kfg]of] kft] .
What would you say in the following situation?
sg of]af  cj:yfof] v]g] cfe]s]n of y] s]aft' <
1. The dirty water you threw from your balcony  was on the head of a stranger walking along

the road.

!= v]g]g\ s]lxDd]of] nfDaf dfv'Gb] Rjft]g nfKs]b];'n] nfDd]of] nfª\s]v]Skf s'l;ª d]GgLKgfaf
dgfn] s'wSs]of] crfgfs]of] r'St] .

2.Suppose, you are walking  to the alley you stepped on a stranger's foot and S/he fell down.

@= v]g] nfDd]of] nfª\s]3]u]/ s]jPn] s'l;ª s]GgLt'Daf dgfn] s'nfªª]of] s]bf]?jfª v]ª dgf s]ª] .

3. Someone asked you the way to Singhadarbar but you don't know.

#= lys dgfn] v]g] l;x+b/af/ k]Sdf nflDdg ;]Gs]bf];] s/ v]g]ofª s]lGg;'g .

4. One of your close friend invites you to go to the movies but you can't due to your business.

$= s'l;ª lgKgfaf s]Gh'\Dd]n] d'GhfOt\ cd]R5] lkR5Lefª kfg]g\ o'S;' s/ v]g] s]ofDas]n] rf]u'n]
k]Udf s]lG5?g .

5. You are in a hotel and you want to take snacks.How do you attract the waiter's  attention ?

%= l;Snfst]n] a]nf xf]6n lySs]of] s]u]/]cfª ofDas s]hf]Skf dgf pmMdf lgª\jf s]hf]u' vDa]n]
cfe]ofª kfg s];ft';L <
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6. You borrowed a friend's pen or match for a while but the pen lost before returning back.

^= ;Kdf lySs]Nn] nflu s]h'Dd]Nn] s';fKk]g d]g\u/ drL;]g\ s]gfSTjfª jo] s/ g'Sdf d]ª\vf]o]
do] .

7.Your friend next room complains that the sound of your radio is so loud that he/she can't

concentrate in his/her study.

&= cfkm} s]lxDd]of] s]d'S;'af /]l8of]n] ;f]l/Skf lxDd'af r'Dd]Og\ ;fKnf lg?n] t'Sv] kf]S;]af
;]Gnfk\ To] .

8. You patted a person's shoulder assuming him/her to be your friend. But when he/she turned

back, to your surprise he/she happened to be someone else.

*= r'Defª s]x]Kt'af dgfGu Pofª\af lg/}5 .

9.You are rushing to the class, you accidentally knock in to the teacher's arm.

(= lg;fd\ lxd lk;fª\ s]Nnf]St]/ s]jo]n] l;S;fDafg\ cfrfgfs]Nn] s]hGb' . d]g\u/
(= ahf/ lk;fª s]Nnf]St]/ s]jo]n] cfgLofª y'xfªaf dgf cfrfgfs]Nn] s]hGb' .

10. You are at a formal function, and need clarification about what the speaker is saying.

!)= r'Dn'ª lySs]of] s]jfkf/ s]aKkf t'DafSkfn]g\ kft'af s'l;ª d]lGgKgfaf kfgOg ofDd' lySn]g
kft]efª kfg d]Kdf k/\of] .

11.When you went out from the home of your relative. Accidentally your leg stroke in to a

valuable thing and the thing is broken.

!!= cfkfË] dgfn] lxd\nfd s]nGb]n] cGhflgof] g'af, s]lvSkf lruf]Sjf s]nfª\ª]n] ofª\;'cfª x]/] .

12.Someone got an appointment with you. But you couldn't reach there on time due to the too

much sunny day or heavy rain. The fellow is still waiting for you.

!@= df3fnfd\ s]bfaf r'Dd]Nn] t'ld/f]efª kfg o'S;'jfª jo] s/ jflxTt]Nn] of xfª\jfn] rf]u'n]
n]Ks]Ddf s]G5'St]g\ tfO;fª r'Dd]Nn] s]xfª\ª]/ s]jo] .
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13. You are invited to a party. You are having tea with your friend. Accidentally, you spill tea

on your host's coat.

!#=r'lDySs]Nn] s'lxDd]of] s]pt]ofª s]j] . 5Os\ s]w'ª\ª]/ s]aR5]n] cfrfgfs s'uf]6]of] x'S;] .

14. You often forget to do the  homework . This is the tenth time that you haven't done

homework after being asked by your teacher. You're apologizing to the teacher.

!$= lg;fd\ lxDdf]af ofDaf]s]g\ rfl/s\l;s\ rf]Sdf lgª\jf s]d'R5' . l;S;Dafn] o]n]ª\o]nª]
ofDaf]s]g\ rf]u]efª kfg s]d]Tt] tfO;fª ofDd' lgª\jf s]df;' .

15.Your father asked you to bring a cap from a shop but you forgot it and returned home

bringing shoes in the evening.

!%= s]Dafn] yfSv'k\ Oª]cf]efª s]d]To]ofª jP s/ o'l;s\ s]g'S;]n] lgª\jf s]dfR5'cfª nfª\xs\
s]bf? .

16. You stepped in someone's meeting room by dirty feet with  stool unknowingly.

!^= s]nfªª]n] lxlys s]bf]?cfª ;'Dd]NnP gfc\dL lxDd]of] s]nf;] .

17.You vomited on the cloth of a passenger near to you as a result of giddiness while you were

traveling on a bus.

!&= vfDnfyfcf] s]j]/ s]jo]n] lgª\jf O{/]ofª tlu s]o'ªaf dgf/] s'hfª\ª]of] s]k]P\? .

18. You invited a guest at your home . A dog came there and ate some portion of meal and

escaped.

!*= lxDd]cf] ts rfl; pmKgfaf t/]a]Nn] s'bs]g s'buLcf] sf]rf]n] nfu'cfª v]lRrª .

19. You are a shopkeeper. A customer bought  a pen from you but when she tried to write it at

home it couldn't write smoothly. The custmer brings it back and complains.

!(= v]g] s];ª\;'af gfSrfOg\ s]Oª\af dgfn] s'lxDd]cf] t]?cfª ;fKt'n] g'l/s d]G;fKt'af n'ª\xfPg
To] .
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20.Your leg touched your daughter, sister or respected persionalities.

@)= ;fd]G5'df, g]Gg], g';f of t'DafSkfxf nfª\ª]n] ofª;' .

21.Two of your teacher are discussing each other and you 'd like to participate in their

discussion as well. How do you address them ?

@!= g]lR5 l;S;fDafxf tf d]h]ª/ d]jPNn] v]g]cfª v'lG5g' kfKdf l;x|fyfª\ª]n] cfEof¨ kfg
s];ft';L <

22. You are walking to the classroom . You accidentally hit the arm of a girl/boy walks past

you. He/her books fall on the ground.

@@= v]g] lg;fdlxd s]a]/ s]aR5]Nn] ;f]l/s nfªs]v]Skf s'l;¨d]lGgKgfaf d]G5'df d]g\u/ o]lDaR5f
r'Dd]Nn] s'gS;'Dafof] tf]St]cfª kS;'af ;s;sxf d'Ty] .

23. A stranger is in your seat in a bus that you've already reserved. You want your seat.

@#= s'd]g s]x'“ª'af vfDnfyfn]g o'ªdfb]g cf] gfc\ldlys o'ªl;ª .

24. You are in a bank. When you start filling a form you realized that you have lost your pen .

You need to borrow it from a stranger who is standing beside you.

@$= v]g] ofª lxDd]of] s]jf . kmf/fd ;fKdf s]xS;'n] v]g]g'] gfSrfOg xf]Kt] . xGgfª ;fKdfn] nflu
s]a];f] s]o]Kkf gfc\dL dgfg' s]gfSt'n] cfe]nl/s s]gfSt' <

25.You took someone's letter from the post office committing to handover it immediately. But

you forget. After a week a man related to the letter came infront of you with getting angry.

@%= Oªvª lxdnfd ofc\ld/] ;sOg n]knl/s s'x'Ss]of] lkdf/f] efª s]bf?cfª lgªcfs]d'5' .
Pc\gfd P3fª s'Gbfªa]g s'ofs n]c\/]/ To] .

Thank you very much four your co-operation.

s]km./.cfª ol/s ol/s g'u]g
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Appendix  IV

Total Apologies in the Limbu

Sitation Apologies Frequency of Occurences

1.a. lemi nākāro 9

b. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 8

c. nāsiṅ pirāṅṅeo 2

d. āsewāro/ cedoro 2

e. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 2

f. āmbi 2

g. nāktāṅlo 1

h. keyākmelleo 1

i. keniṅwă mendukyo 1

j. h āho 1

k. āre 1

2.a. lemi nākāro/ābireo/pirāṅṅeo 10

b. mennicaghap poksero 9

c. āmbi 3

d. keyākmelleo 2

e. Jedo jedoro 3

f. āyākko 1

g. māphro 1

h. hā 1

3.a. leminākāro/ābireo/pirāṅṅeo 8

b. keniṅwă mendukyo 2

c. nāsiṅ nākāro 2

d. yāmbaken   pende 2

e. tā phemba pokse 1

f. hā 1

g. hāu 1

h. me  . . 1

i. h āho 1

j. āyākko 1
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4.a. lemi pirāṅṅeo 8

b. lemi tonduńlo 1

c. sariro 2

d. keniṅwă mendukyo 2

e. hā 2

f. h āu 1

g. hāu thecokmag 1

h. kesiṅmenkheńyo 1

5.a. hāu 5

b. me  2

c. āyākko 2

d. āmbi 3

6.a. mennicaghap poksero 9
b. lemi nākāro/ābireo/pirāṅṅeo 8

c. nāsiṅ nākāro/ābireo/pirāṅṅeo 4

d. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 2

e. tā phemba pokse 1

f. keyākmelleo 1

g. haṅgen sik āmenjokyo 1

h. h āu 1

7.a. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 8

b. nāktāńlo 4

c. āmbi 2

d. tā phemba pokse 2

e. keniṅwă mendukyo 2

f. āyākko 1

g. māphro 2

h. hā 1

i. h āho 1

j. āre 1

8.a. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 9

b. lemi nākāro 6

c. nāktāńlo 4

d. māphro 3

e. āmbi 3
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f. āyākko 2

g. āre 1

h. lu ńmendiń lemi nākāro 1

i. me  1

9.a. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 10

b. lemi ābireo 7

c. āsewāro/ cedoro 4

d. hukphāk   sewāro 2

e. āmbi 2

f. nāsiń  pirāńńeo 1

g. āyākko 1

10.a. hukphāk   sewāro 1

b. āsewāro 1

c. āmbi 3

d. me  2

e. kenińwă mendukyo 2

11.a. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 8

b. lemi nākāro/ābireo/pirāńńeo 6

c. māphro 2

d. āmbi 2

e. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 1

f. ceyapokse 2

g. nāsiń  nākāro/ābireo/pirāńńeo 2

h. āyākko 1

i. lu ńmendiń lemi nākāro 2

j. chw  chw  chw 1

12.a. lemi nākāro/ābireo/pirāńńeo 5

b. sariro 3

c. māphro 2

d. kenińwă mendukyo 2

e. h āu theni poksega/ thecokmā  ga 1

g. keyākmelleo 2

h. tā phemba pokse 1

i. āre 1

j. kesiṅmenkheńyo 1
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13.a. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 8

b. māphro 3

c. nāsiṅ nākāro 3

d. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 3

e. sariro 1

f. āmbi 2

g. āyākko 1

h. h āho 1

i. h āu 1

14.a. mennicaghap poksero 9

b. lemi nākāro/ābireo/pirāńńeo 7

c. sariro 3

d. nāsiń  ābireo 1

e. āsewāro/ cedoro 3

f. hukphāk   sewāro 3

g. nāktāńlo 2

h. le mi tonduńlo 1

15.a. lemi nākāro 5

b. nāsiń  pirāńńeo 2

c. nāktāńlo 3

d. māphro 2

e. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 2

f. āmbi 2

g. h āho 1

h. āre 1

i. haṅgen sik āmenjokyo 1

j. hā 2

16.a. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 10

b. lemi nākāro/ābireo/pirāńńeo 6

c. māphro 3

d. āmbi 3

e. me  1

f. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 2

g. tā phemba pokse 2

h. ceyapokse 1
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i. āyākko 1

j. h āho 1

17.a. le mi pirāṅṅeo 8

b. nāsiń  ābireo 6

c. māphro 4

d. y āmbaken   pende 4

e. tā phemba pokse 3

f. hukphāk   sewāro 2

g. keyākmelleo 1

h. kenińwă mendukyo 1

i. hāho 1

18.a. āmbi 3

b. mennāho 3

c. y āmbaken   pende/phelāre 2

d. thuiyā 2

e. tā phemba pokse 2

f. āyākko 1

g. me  1

h. hāho 1

i. chw  chw  chw 1

19.a. le mi  nākāro 4

b. nāsiń  nākāro/ābireo/pirāńńeo 2

c. māphro 2

d. sariro 2

e. tā phemba pokse 1

f. āre 1

g. keyākmelleo 1

20.a. Jedo jedoro 11

b. lemi nākāro 7

c. āmbi  mennicaghapro 5

d. hukphāk   sewāro 1

e. āsewāro 1

f. āmbi 1

21.a. āsewāro 8
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22.a. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 7

b. lemi ābireo 6

c. nāsiń  nākāro 3

d. āmbi 3

e. yāmbaken   pende 2

f. sariro 2

g. tā phemba pokse 1

h. āyākko 1

i. keyākmelleo 2

j. nāktāṅlo 1

k. kenińwă mendukyo 1

l. jedo jedoro 1

23.a. lemi 3

b. y āmbaken   phelāre 1

c. māphro 2

d. tā phemba pokse 1

e. keniṅwă mendukyo 1

f. keyākmelleo 4

g. hā 1

24.a. āmbi 4

b. āyākko 2

c. hāu 1

d. āre 1

e. me  1

25.a. hukphāk   sewāro 14

b. lemi nākāro 5

c. āmbi  mennicaghap poksero 5

d. nāktāṅlo 2

e. nāsiń nākāro 2

f. tā phemba pokse 1

g. luṅmendiṅ lemi nākāro 1

Grand Total ∑F  = 550
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